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The feel of true class 

Kia has gone to great lengths to make an extensive range  

of genuine accessories available that enables you to 

 customize your Optima Sedan to all your needs. Our parts 

are all of high quality, boasting premium materials and 

 innovative  technologies. The made-to-measure design of 

these  accessories means you can always rely on a perfect fit.
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Styling Styling

The basis for pure  
elegance 
There’s nothing in the Kia Optima’s appearance left to 

chance. Every aspect is dedicated to one thing: fostering a 

sense of luxury. Even the add-ons that you might expect 

to look ugly have been designed with a focus on enhancing 

the stylish note your car strikes wherever it goes.

1.	 Alloy	wheel	kit	16“

 6.5J x 16, 205/65 R16  

The classic 16” twin-5-spoke alloy hub to give  

your Optima extra elegance.

 2TF40AC110 

2TF40AC150 (for TPMS)

2.	 Alloy	wheel	kit	17”

 6.5J x 17, 215/55 R17  

Give your Optima a sharp hard-edged look with  

the clear lines of this 17” twin-5-spoke alloy hub.

 2TF40AC310 

2TF40AC350 (for TPMS)

3.	 Alloy	wheel	kit	18“	–	B	type

 7.5J x 18, 225/45 R18  

A smooth finish and massive 18” 8-spoke alloy  

hub for that mark of distinction.

 2TF40AC610 

2TF40AC650 (for TPMS)

4.	 Alloy	wheel	kit	18“	–	A	type

 7.5J x 18, 225/45 R18  

A swish and sporty big 18” 10-spoke alloy hub for  

the Optima owner who wants something special.

 2TF40AC510 

2TF40AC550  (for TPMS)
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trAnSport

7	 trunk	organiser	8020	M

 This 41-litre soft box’s antislip base ensures that it remains 

stable during the trip. The press-release wire frame  makes for 

easy loading and emptying, while the carry handles mean you 

can load or unload it whenever you want. 

 55123SBA20 

8.	 trunk	organiser	8021	l

 With a volume of 64 litres, everything in this zip-top cargo  

box stays perfectly organised where it belongs.  Quick-release 

wire frame helps the organiser stay open during loading and 

unloading while carry handles deliver full portability. Collapses 

flat for convenient storage when not in use.       

55123SBA30
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2The maximum of  
travel versatility
Beefing up quality at its best: Enhance the judicious layout 

of its classy interior with a few highly effective measures to 

boost your travelling capacity. All of a quality commensurate 

with an Optima.

1.	 passenger	seat	storage	net

 A practical mesh bag to keep small objects in place on the front seat.

 66170ADE00

2.	 Vertical	tow	bar,	detachable	

The clear towing choice: The detachable tow bar is easy to  

install and remove again. Socket and tow bar tuck away out of 

sight when not in use to keep the Optima’s rear looking sleek.  

Your dealer has the details on maximum loading capacity.  

2T281ADE00

 Please choose between:  

a) tow-bar wiring kit 13-pole 

2T621ADE00CP

 b) tow-bar wiring kit 7-pole 

2T620ADE00CP

3.	 Bike	carrier	for	tow	bar	

This premium bike carrier combines steel and aluminium and is 

manufactured to the EU’s stringent standards. It features a new 

tilting mechanism and is easily retractable for 100 % loading 

comfort. Takes two bicycles. 

E823055001 

 

4.	 luggage	net	(not	shown)

 Keeps luggage in position and prevents tumbling and damages.  

2TF17AQ000

5.	 litter	bag	8014

 This small snap-closed bag fits perfectly behind the head rest or 

wherever convenient thanks to the adjustable strap. A sleek space 

saver with a waterproof liner that can easily be wiped clean.   

 55123SBA40

6.	 trunk	organiser	8019	S	

This 27-litre junior organiser tucks all your kit away tidily - and the   

non-skid base keeps them all in place.  The wire frame  makes loading 

and emptying easy, and thanks to the handles it doubles up as a carrier. 

 55123SBA10
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The preservation of perfection  
Your Optima stands out for stylish quality materials and finishing that are 

certain to be admired. To give that top-grade look the longest possible lease 

of life, Kia offers a bespoke range of protection for the interior that is as 

elegant as it is effective.

5.	 trunk	mat

 The specially designed Kia Optima trunk mat is 

tailored to the exact size of the boot - for absolutely 

perfect fitment. Although destined for everyday use, 

the mat boasts an elegant soft-velour surface that 

comes branded with the vehicle logo. 

 2T120ADE00

6.	 protection	foils	for	door	handle	recess

 This adhesive foil fits perfectly into the door-handle 

recesses to protect the curves from scratching or 

scuffing. As good as invisible.

 66272ADE00

7.	 trunk	liner	

An easy-to-clean black liner with antislip coating 

that fits the trunk space snugly. The flexible liner 

keeps your trunk clean and dirtproofed, minimizing 

the trim’s exposure to scuffing. Branded with the 

vehicle’s logo, this light-but-durable liner has a 

special antislip backing to make certain it stays 

firmly in place.   

 2T122ADE00

8.	 rear	bumper	loading	protection	foil,	black

 This black foil is the easy-to-attach way to keep 

your rear bumper from being sullied by dirt or 

annoying scratches when putting things in the  

boot or taking them out again.

 2T272ADE00BL 

9.	 rear	bumper	loading	protection	foil,	

transparent

 This transparent adhesive foil protects your loading 

rim from damage – while maintaining its sleek lines.  

2T272ADE00TR

1.	 Mudguard	kit

 These neutral-black mudguard flaps keep the dirt 

where it belongs – away from your car body. The 

flaps are installed using the same-colour clips 

provided.

 a) front  2TF46AC010

 b) rear   2TF46AC110 

2.	 textile	floor	mat,	standard

 Tailored to fit, this set of 4 anthracite mats is  

made with needle felt and an antislip backing.  

Fixing points for hooks for swift and strong 

attachment. Branded with vehicle logo and heel  

pad reinforcement on driver mat. 

2T141ADE00 (LHD)

3.	 textile	floor	mat,	velour

 Set of 4 mats made of high-quality soft velour in  

the colour to match your car’s interior with antislip 

backing. Each mat comes with fixing points for  

hooks to keep it permanently in place.   

 2T143ADE00 (LHD)

2T143ADE10 (RHD) 

4.	 rubber	floor	mat	

Rubber floor mats ensure a stylish and perfect fit. In 

black and with the logo you associate with your car.

 2T131ADE00 (LHD)

2T131ADE10 (RHD)
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1.	 ice	/	sunscreen

 Simply unroll this thermal insulation foil to protect 

your windshield and forward windows from the 

elements. It keeps the heat out of the car in summer 

and eliminates the need for de-icing in winter.

 2T723ADE00

2.	 Wind	deflector,	front	

Best-fitment wind deflector mitigates noise inside 

the car while boosting the car’s performance. It also 

eliminates splashing. 

2T221ADE00 

3.	 phone	console

 Fit this holster, which is a snug fit for most 

contemporary mobile phones, to your windscreen.  

It will keep your phone safely in sight while  

you are on the road.

 E555055000

1.		 Safety	bag	

Road safety must always come first. This set makes 

certain you are well-prepared for an emergency: first aid 

kit, the key tools, bandages, a safety vest, and a warning 

triangle (According DIN 13164). 

E889066000

2.		 Safety	vest	

Comply with safety regulations and make sure you are seen 

on the roadside: this neon breakaway vest boasts reflective 

strips for clear visibility 24/7 (According DIN EN 471).

E883066000

3.		 Warning	triangle	

Easy to assemble, this light breakdown triangle was 

deliberately developed with visibility in mind. Thanks to 

the legs, it is positioned above the surface of the road to 

make certain your car is seen by other drivers  

(According ECE-R27). 

E883166000
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CoMfort SAfety

Brave the elements 
Complement your Optima’s array of high-tech functions with some 

additional innovations. These special genuine accessories make 

certain your sedan will cope superbly with inclement weather and 

you’ll be ideally prepared for unforeseen eventualities. 
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